
We wish you a safe and pleasant stay here at Fjord Base 

Important telephone numbers at Fjord Base:  
 

   Fjord Base AS 
   Day time:     57 75 18 00 
   Industrial safety leader:   99 10 05 46 

 

 

Saga Fjordbase AS 
Day time:     57 75 56 00 
CEO:      48 12 50 91 
HSE leader:     97 11 87 70 
Dock office:     57 75 18 36 
Security:     95 19 12 36 

 

Alert accident: 

 

  
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



We wish you a safe and pleasant stay here at Fjord Base 

Visitor Information at Fjord Base 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fjord Base’s aim is to be the most effective and efficient supply base 
in the country. This involves a large focus on health, environment, 
safety and security. To achieve this, we depend on everyone with 

business here to follow our vision. Please follow our regulations and 
rules which apply at the base and consider all the activities here. 

 

We hope you get a safe and enjoyable stay here at Fjord Base. If 
you have any feedbacks do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

 

 

 

 



We wish you a safe and pleasant stay here at Fjord Base 

At Fjord Base the following rules apply:  

 Access:  
The barrier at the entrance of Fjord Base is open on weekdays between 
08.00 and 16.00. In the evenings, Saturdays and Sundays the barrier is 
closed. Companies and personnel which have business at the base will 
receive an access card. Enquire at Fjord Base AS. 
 
There is no access for unauthorised visitors. 

 Speed limit:  
At the Fjord Base there is a speed limit of 30 km/h. This limit is because 
of the outdoor activities and heavy traffic.  

 

Safety equipment: 
As protective equipment all visitors and people working at Fjord Base, 
shall as basic use 
 

- Helmet 
- Safety shoes 
- Good visual clothing 

 
Visual clothing is especially important. It must have a strong color with a 
reflex mark.  
This can be deviated from some areas.  
 
Safety equipment like gloves, coveralls, hearing and eye protection, and 
breathing apparatus will vary from work operations and work place. 

 Parking: 
We request everyone to park at marked areas where it is permitted to 
park vehicles. On the quay and quay area must parking be reduced to the 
minimum, so that this is available for fork lifts, cranes, cargo trailers and 
other vehicles which are used for loading, unloading and transportation. 

 

Handling of machines:  
At the Fjord Base there is heavy traffic with fork-lifts, trucks with large 
cargo trailers, trailers, cars and other pedestrians. It is important that 
vehicles which are used are in proper condition and in accordance with 
the laws and regulations which apply for that mode of transportation. 
Drivers of vehicles must have the appropriate certificates for that mode 
of transport. For example, everyone who drives the fork-lifts in these 
areas, roads and on the quays should have in addition to fork-lift driver 
certificate also have a certificate for class B, C or D. 

 Road closed/detour: 
In exceptional cases it is necessary to close the road to general traffic. In 
these cases, the area is closed with barriers and information. The reason 
for the closures is because the work in process can be dangerous to other 
traffic (for example, special transport, pipe loading/unloading, etc) So, for 
your own safety, respect the barrier and use another alternative road to 
and from your destination. 



We wish you a safe and pleasant stay here at Fjord Base 

 

Waste and environmental protection:  
Rubbish should not be dumped in any of the containers at the base, 
without having an agreement with the company which uses the 
containers and that dumping can be undertaken.  
 
Individual companies on the base must provide handling of their own 
rubbish. Therefore, all users at the base are encouraged to approved 
handling of the rubbish.  
 
Observations of unlawful dumping of rubbish at the base must be 
reported to Fjord AS immediately. 
 
Fjord Base aims to work our activities without negative effects on our 
surroundings. 

 Walkways and quays: 
Use walkways where they are.  
 
It is limited access to the quay areas during operations. Please contact 
security if you need access. 

 

Order and tidiness: 
It is important to keep a good standard within order, tidiness and 
cleaning. Everybody is encouraged to good order and tidiness. 

 

Other valuable information 

 

Industry Safety: 
Fjord Base is an industrial safety bound area which has established its 
own Industry Safety. This includes among others that personnel are 
organised in special groups which can undertake firefighting, first aid, 
order and security, technical services and restrict/hinder pollution to the 
external environment. Industry Safety has equipment and materials 
(hoses, hosepipes, oil booms, first-aid equipment, rescue basket, etc.) 
which are ready to be used in the event of an accident. 

 

The Safety Deputy: 
The safety deputy is the first link in the safety services and is the workers 
representative in safety and environment questions. He/She will see that 
activities are arranged and maintained, and that the work will be 
undertaken in a way that considers the employees safety, health and 
welfare. All individual companies at the base have independent 
responsibility to establish safety services according to the authorities 
demands. 

 


